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Remarks on the muItiparameter reweighting method for the study of lattice QCD at nonzero
temperature and density
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We conment on the rewcighting method for the study of lii‑itc density lattice QCD. We discuss the appli‑
cable pこIrと1111ctcr range of the reweighting met!lod for nlodds th乙サt have nlore than one snllulation parameter.
Tlle ;ipplicability range is deten‑一ined by tllc fiuctuations of the illodiflcation factor of the Boltzmann weight.
In some modds hとwingとl nrst order phase transition, the fluct間ItIOllmre minimizedとIlong the ph'asc trこinsition
line if we assume山こIt dlc pressure in the hot lind the cold phこiscs is balailccd at the first order phase transition
po=‑t.

This

suggests

that

the

reweighting

lllcthod

lvith

tll・o

parllmctcrs

is

applicとIblc

in

a

wide

range

for

the

pu叩ose of tracing out the phase transitioll line in the parameter splice. To confirm山e usefulness of山e
rclveighting

illethod

for

two‑flavor

QCD,

the

fluctuati011s

of

the

rewcighting

factorこIre

llleasured

by

numerical

si111uIこitions for the cases ofreweighting in the quark llnass and chcillicこil potential dircctiolls. The relation to the

phase transition hllc is discussed. Moreover, the sign problem caused by the complex pilase fluctuations is
studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we lllake comments on the reweighting
method with respect to more than one sin‑ulation parameter,

Thc study of tl‑c phase structure of QCD at a nonzero
temperature

T

a一一d

nonzero

quark

chemical

potential

p.q

is

currently one of the most attractive topics in particle physics
ll ,2]. Heavy‑ion collision experiments aiming to produce the
quark‑gluon

plasi一一a

(QGP)

arc

runnmg

at

BNL

and

CERN,

particularly including a cllcmical potential. Because the flue‑
tuation of tllc modification factor (rewcighting factor) en‑
largcs ihc statistica一 error, thc applicable range of this method

is determined by the fluctuation of the reweighting factor.

WllCll tllc error becolllcs considerable in conlpanson with tllC

for whicll the interesting regime is rather low density. More‑

expectation value, the rcwcigllting method breaks down. An

over, a new color superconductor phase is expected in the
region of low tenlperature and higll density. In the last few

interesting possibility is given in the following case: when
we change two parameters at the same time, the reweighting

years, rcmarkabIc progress has bcc‑I achieved in the numen‑

factors for two parameters might cancel each other; then the

cal study of lattice QCD at low density by Monte Carlo
simulations. lt was silown that the pilase transition line scpa‑

e汀or does llOt illcrease atld tlle expectation values of tllC
physical

quとunities

also

do

not

change

by

this

parameter

rating the hadron phase and the QGP phase can be traced out

shift. Therefore finding such a direction provides useful in‑

fro一一i yU,(/‑O to finite /i(/ , and it was also possible to n‑ves‑

fonllation for mappillg out the value of physical quantities in

tigatc the equation of state quantitatively at low density. The
main difficulty of a study at nonzero baryon density is that
the Monte Car】o nlethod is not applicable directly at finite
density, since the femnon determinant is complex for non‑
zero fiq and configurations cannot be generated with the
probability of the Boltzmann weight. The most popular tech‑

the parat一一ctcr space. As we will see below, there is suclHI
dircctio一一il‑ the parameter space and a knowledge of tl‑is

property of the rewcighting method makes the method more
useful. Fodor and Katz [3] investigated the phase transition
line for ratl‑er large J▲. This argument may explain why

they could calculate βL・ for such large fxq.

niquc for a study at nonzero fi^ is the reweighting method;

In the next section, we explain the reweighting metl‑od

performing simulations at Re(/O=0, and then modify the

with multiple parameters. Tllen, in Sec. Ill、 the case ofSU(3)

Boltznlann lveight at the step of measurement ofobservables

pure gauge theory on an anisotropic lattice is considered as

[3‑6]. The Glasgow method [7] is one of the rewcighting

the simplest example, and we proceed to full QCD with a

met!1ods. A composite (Glasgow) rcweighting method has

伝rst order phase transition in Sec. IV. For two‑flavor QCD,

recently beerl proposed in [8】. Anotllcr approach is atlalytic
continuation什oin simulations at imaginary chemical potcn‑

thc rcwcighting metl‑od with respect to quark mass is dis‑
cussed in Sec. V. The application to nonzero baryon density

tial [9‑1 1]. Moreover, calculating coefficients of a Taylor

is discussed in Sec. VI. The problem of the complex measure

expansion i。 ten‑is offiq is also a hopeful approach for the

is a一so COllsidcrcd in Sec. VII. Conelusions are givell il一 Sec.

study at nonzero baryon density [4J 2‑ 1 4J. Studies by Taylor

V‖1.

expansion or imaginary chemical potential require analytic‑
ity of physical quantities as functions of Tand /x(/ , vvl‑ilc tl‑e
rcwcighting method las a famous "sign problem." The sign

II. REVVEIGHTING METHOD AND THE
APPLICABILITY RANGE

problem is caused by complex phase fluctuations of the fer‑
mion

detcnllinこInt.

[】5],

alld

Rcf.

[16]

which

is

arc

a一so

an

measured
attempt

lc111.
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to

explicitly
avoid

in

thesign

Rcf.

The rewcighting method is based on tl‑e following idc‑ト

prob‑

tity:
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Here Mis the quark matrix, SR is the gauge action, Nfis the
number of flavors (N〆4 for staggered type fenllions instead

of Nf), F‑Ni¥ndelM(m、fi)‑¥ndclM(mo,/io)], G‑(β
‑β。)^‑‑∂sg/∂β, β‑6/g‑, and ¥F[G]‑F[G]
‑(F[G)) in and /j.=fi a are the bare quark mass and the
cllcmical potential in a lattice unit, respectively. The expec‑
t'ation value (O)(p.m.fi‑ can, in principle, be computed by
sH一一u】ation at (βO,/Ho 'M<>) using tl‑is identity [17]. However,
a problem of the rcwcighting mctllod is that tllc fluctuation
of eAFelG‑eFeG/{e{F)e(G)) enlarges the statistica‑ error of
the numerator and denominator of Eq. (1). The 、vorst case‑
wllich is called tllC "sign problcill," IS tllat tllc sign of tllC

simulationonthephasetransitionpointandapplythere‑
weightinginthe(βげ,βr)plane.
AsignificantfeatureofaMonteCarlosimulationatafirst
orderphasetransitionpointistheoccurrenceofflip‑flops
betweencon6gurationsofIlotandcoldpilascs.Ifonewrites
ahistogramoftheactiondensity,i.e.,theplaquettesPand
PT,tl‑ereexisttwopeaks.Thevalueoftheactiondensity
sometlineschangesfroi一一onenearonepeaktooneneartl‑c
otllcrpeakduringMonteCarlosteps【】8.19].Theflip‑flopis
themostimportantfluctuation;infact,theflip一月opcauses
thestro一一gpeakofsusceptibilitiesofobscrvablessucllasthe
plaqLicttcorthePolyakol′一oopattl‑ctra一一sitionpoint.Al
theflip‑flopimpliesstrongcorrelationsbetweenPげandPr
becausethevaluesofP(TandP‑changesimultaneouslybe‑
tweenthetypicalvaluesofthetwophasesinthe(PけSt)
plane.
Here,wediscussthefluctuationoftl‑crcvvcightingfactor
whenoneperformsasimulationatthetransitionpoint
(β<tO>βto)‑TheeチpcctationvalueofOat(βげ,β7)onan
anisotropiclatticeiscalculatcdby

rcwcighting factor changes什cqucntly during Monte Carlo
steps; then the expectation valucs in Eq. (1) become vanish‑
ingly small in comparison witll the error, and this method

(a)(βげ.βT'‑(Oe‑ASL・)(β<r。*β州)/(e ユSg)(β抑β畑(3

docs not work. However, the fluctuations cause the β, /;;, and

fi dependence of (OW./t). Oti‑erwisc, ife e does not

fluctuate, eユFeAG‑‑ 1 and (<9)</3.m.M) docs not C'‑angc witl‑
parameter

cl‑ange.

(o><jS.ォ./O

fro‑‑i

fluctuations

ofF

Roughly

(o<*.′,
and

G

spcとikmg,

o・/*()‑

tlle

increases

increasesとmd,

as

if

difference

the

F

of

magnitude

and

G

have

of
a

correlation, the increase of the total fluctuation as a function

orβ /;;, and /x is nontrivial. Therefore, it is important to
discuss

the

correlation

between

e

とind

eG

and

to

estimate

the

total fluctuation of the rcwcightmg factor in the paranlctcr
space in order to cstiillate the applicability range of tllc re‑
weighting method in the parameter space and how the sys‑
tcm is changed by parameter shifts. This is helpful infonna‑

whereAS‑‑Aβ.,∑,F(7(.v)‑Aβ7∑JPAx)・andAβ!7(T)
=β<T(T)β<r(7)0‑Forsimplification,weignorethelocalflue‑
tuationaroundtl‑etwopeaksofthelistogra一一ioftheaction
densityandconsideronlythe月Ip‑flopbetweenhotandcold
phases,sincettisthemostimportant飢ictuationatthefirst
orderphasetransitionpoint.Then,tllCnuctuationiscsti一
matedbythedifferenceofthereweightmgfactorbetween
hotandcoldphases,upt0月rstorder,
Ie‑ユrfholl‑eユold)
I‑3AUAβ(pOォot
IT¥',TL曹d')
+AβT(曹ol)‑n(co‑+

tion for tlle study of QCD thenllOdyllallllCS.

(4)
III. SU(3) GAUGE THEORY ON AN ANISOTROIMC
LATTICE

whereP^<cold)andF?{(cold)aretheaveragevaluesoftl‑c

Let us start with tl一c caヲe of SU(3) pure gau写c theory on
an anisotropic lattice、 having two different lattice spacings
for the space and time directions: rJ and aT. As we will
show, for this case, there is a clear relation between tllc phase
transition line and the direction that lllinimizes the fluctua‑

spatialandtempora一plaqucttcsforconfigurationsinthehot
(cold)pi‑asesandNsne…N?,×N‑istl‑enumberofsitesforan
N:,×NTlattice.Hence,alongthelinewhichhasaslope

tion of the rcvvcighting factor. The action is

v‑‑β.,∑ pけ(‑V)‑βT∑ prix),
X

(2)

X

the fluctuation of the reWcighting factor is canceled to lead‑

、Vhere P^t) 1S l'lc spatial (temporal) plaquette. Tllc SU(3)
pure gauge theory has a伝rst order phase transition. At tllC
transition point (Tt̀.), two pilascs exist simultaneously. For
thc

two

phases

to

coexist,

the

pressure

in

these

phとuses

ing order.

On the other hand, since V‑(NITa,T)
‑(NJaT) , the pressure is defined by

must

be equal: A/?=/;(llot)‑/>(cold)‑0. If we require A/;‑0, we
find that the phase transition line in the parameter space of
(β.,,β.) has to run in sucll a direction tllat tllC f一uctuation of
the rcweighting factor is minimized wllen we perform a
094506‑2
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where Pa(T)‑(3^s51c)' ∑^^(‑y), and (P…) is the ex‑
pectation value of the plaquette on a T‑0 lattice for the
normalization.
By separating the configurations into those in the hot and
cold phases [18,19], the gap of pressure between the hot and
cold phases at Tc is computed by

FIG. 1. Contour plot of山c standard deviation of山c rcWeighト
ing factor and the phase transition line in the (β.,,βr) plane. Bold
line is the phase transition line, and the dashed lines denote its error.
Values in this figure are the standard deviation divided by the mean
value. The simulation point is β‑5.6925.

This equation for aβJdβ‑

Moreover, because Tc‑(N7aT) on the phase transition
line, aT stays constant with (NTTc) along the transition

may correspond to tlle

Clausius‑Clapcyron equation in the (p,T) plane: dpiaγ
‑A5/AF (S is the entropy). In fact, Eq. (13) and the van‑
ishing pressure gap A/;‑ 0 are confirmed by calculating the

一ine, i.e.,

slope of the transition line from the peak position of the
Polyakov loop susceptibility obtained by numerical Simula‑

Aa‑‑篇Aβq・謡Aβr‑0, (10)
when one changes parameters (j3,T,/3T)‑*(13,T+ &J3,T,{}7
+A/37) along the phase transition line. Then the slope of the
phase

transition

line

(J・′)

[20]

is

obtained

by

tions in Rcf. [20]. Historically, the nonzero gap in pressure at
the transition point was a problem for long timc. Tllc reason
for Ap^O was that a precise nonperturbative measurement
of the anisotropy coc用cients a.,(∂β.,/∂fJ ),ォ(∂βT/♂(蝣'),
etc., was difficult, and the pcrturbative value [21] cannot be
used at the phase transition point for NT‑A or 6. After the
precise measurement of tl‑c anisotropy coefficients became
possible, tlle problci‑i ofa nonzero pressure gap was solved.
Also, dctcnllination of these coe用cicnts by another nonper‑

turbativc nlCtllod was doilC iII Rcfi [22‑24].
Froi一一Eq. (5) and Eq. (13), we hd that tl‑c direction tl‑at

minimizes the fluctuation of the rcwcighting factor must be
tllC Salllc as tllc direction of tllC pllasc tratlSltlOl‑ linc 1‑I tllC
(β.,,β,.) plane, if the pressi汀cs in the 一ot and cold pilascs are
balal1ccd at仁, △〝‑0. Here, i一一practice, we estin‑ate tllC
fluctuation ofe‑ユss by a numerical simulation. We compute
the standard deviation of the reweigllting factor using the
data obtained in Rcf. [19]. Tllc lattice size is 24‑×36×4.

The data arc generated by the standard Wilson gauge action
with 〟.,=β ‑5.6925, that is, just on the transition line,
Pc‑5.69245(23) for/V7‑4 al a,r‑fJT. The ellipses in Fig.
arc the contour lines of the standard deviation normalized by
the ‑llCa‑I value: ((e‑^y‑)‑(<TASK)2/(i,‑ユSL・), and we

Hence, the condition for A/?‑ 0 becomes

write this value in Fig. I. We also denote tl‑e phase transition
094506‑3
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line, obtained by the measurement of the Polyakov loop sus‑
ceptibility assuming that the peak position of the susceptibil‑
ity is the phase transition point [20], by a bold line, and the
dashed lines are the upper bound and lower bound. We伝nd
that the phase transition line and the line that llllninllzes
月uctuations are consistent. Tllis result a一so means that tlle
reweighting method is applicable in a wide range for the
detenllination of the phase transition line in tllc parameter
space of SU(3) gauge theory on an anisotropic lattice, since
the increase oftlle statistical e汀or caused by the reweigllting
is smal一 along the transition line.

We note that, from Eq. (13), AS<hot) and △o(cold) in Eq.
(4) are equal under the change along the phase transition
line; hence the月uctuations are canceled in every order of
Aβ巾

is required on the伝rst order phase transition line. From this
equation, we obtain a similar relation to Eq. (13)

For SU(3) pure gauge theory on an anisotropic lat‑

tice, the system is independent ofaalaT in a physical unit;
hence tlle systeill does not cllange alollg tlle transition line
except for the volume V‑(N^げ)3, ifNa is finite. Because

physical quantities do not change without月uctuation of the
reweighting factor, this result is quite natural.

IV. FULL QCD WITH A FIRST ORDER PHASE
TRANSITION
Next, we extend this discussion to the case of full QCD
with a丘rst order phase transition such as three一月avor QCD
near the chiral limit. Tlle reweighting method is applied in
the parameter space of (/;;,β). We consider the Helmholtz
free energy density/‑ ‑ Tin ZIV for a canonical cnseillble
which

is

equal

to

minus

pressure,

p‑

‑/,

for

a

一arge

homo‑

geneous system. Under a parameter change from (/ォ,β) to
(w+A/w,/3+ A/3), the variation of the free energy is given,
up to the first order, by

If we ignore the local月uctuation around the peaks of the

distribution ofP and'Q] , again the direction for which the
fluctuation is canceled is

This is tlle same direction as the phase transition line. There‑
fore, the月uctuation of the reweighting factor along the phase
transition line rerllains small, i.e., tlle statistical e汀or does
where Q] ‑ NshとAV?(ln det M)/dm and P‑

not increase very mucll.

‑(6ATsite)‑ ]∂Sg/∂β. For the normalization at T‑0, we sub‑

We obtained the same result as for the pure gauge theory

tract the zero temperature contribution (P)。 and (Oi)。‑
Here, we should note that the first derivatives of the free

on an anisotropic lattice, and this argument seems to be quite
general for models with a first order phase transition, includ‑

energy are discontinuous at the phase transition line; hence

ing models with a chemical potential. However, there is a

we cannot estimate the difference of the free energy beyond

difference. Under the change ofaJ/aT, any physics does not

the transition line by this equation.

change along the Tc line, but physical quantities, in general,

We assume that tlle gap of tlle pressure is zero in tlle
entire parameter space (w,/J). We change m and {3 along the

depend

on

tlle

quark

mass.

Although

the

dependence

on

′71

might be mucll smaller than the dependence on T/Tc, if the

phase transition line sta什ing at two points, just above and

fluctuation of the reweighting factor is coi‑npletely canceled,

just below β

any間dependence is not obtai一一ed. h tllis discussion, we

without crossing tl‑e transition line. Then the

cllange of tlle斤ee energy must be the same for both these

唱nored tl‑c loca川uctuation around tl‑e peaks in the llot and

cases, since a pressure gap is not generated ul1der this varia‑

cold phases, but the local fluctuation may play an important
role for the m dependence. Also, the sign problem for non‑

tion, i.e., A(△p)‑0. Hence, up t0月rst orderofAw and Aβ,

zero baryon density is caused by complex phase月uctuations
of the rewcighting factor (see Sec. VII), that is, by the local
In facもas expected from the finite size scaling, the peak height of
the Polyakov loop susceptibility increases as a,T increases [20],

nuctuations. Hence the local fluctuation may, in particular, be
important at nonzero baryon density.

0945 06‑4
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‥.

V. QUARK MASS REWEIGHTING
FOR TWO‑FLAVOR QCD

TABLE

I.

Correlation

and

susceptibilities

of

Q¥

and

P.

N、‑.ど

‑ 16Jx4. β̀ ‑3.6492(22).

As we saw in the previous two sections, the illultiparam‑
cter rcwcighting seellls to be efficient in tracing out the phase
transition line in a wide range of the parameter space. One of

β

(AQlユP)N霊

((AO,):>Wこ,I. ((in2)":,

3.64 0

‑ 1.44 (6)

I.29 (6 )

2 .67 (7

the most interesting app一ications is后nding tllc (pscudo)criti‑

3.64 5

一一
.8 0(13)

I.6 9(13

2.99 (14 )

cal line (βc) in the (m,β) plane for two一触、′or or
(2+ l )‑flavor QCD. The pilasc transition for two‑flavor

3.6 50

ー 1.7 0(6

1.5 8(6)

2.89 (7)

3.6 55

I

1.6 5(13

2.92 (15

QCD at finite quark mass is expected to be a crossover,

3.6 60

‑ 1.6 0(6

.4 9(6 )

2.77 7 )

which is not related to any si‑lgulanty m tllCnllodynai‑llC

3 .6 65

‑ 1.36(13

1.19 (12)

2.5 8(14 )

obscrvablcs. and that for tllrcc‑flavor QCD is a crossover for

3 .6 70

ー1.5 2(7)

1.4 1(8)

2.6 8 8)

quark masses larger tllan a critical quark mass, and is offirst

3 .6 492

ー1.74 4 )

1.6 1(3)

2.92 (5 )

.7 6(14 )

order for light quarks. The precise ilicasurcmcnt of the
(pseudo)critical line is required for extrapolatioP to the
physical quark masses and for a study of tllC ull),crsality

Ql‑{Nl/4)trM‑¥

02‑‑{N(/S)ir{M‑iM‑>),...,

class. e.g.、 to investigate for the two‑flavor case wl‑cther the

(20)

chiral phase transition at finite tel‑ipcraturc is in tlle same
universality class as the thrcc‑dimcnsionaI 0(4) spin lllodcl

ornot.
In Rcf. [4], we applied tllc rcweighting method in the
(m,β) plane for two‑flavor QCD, and calculated the slope of
the transition line dβ̀./dm, where the rcweightmg factor
with respect to quark mass was expanded into a power series
and higher order terms whicl‑ do not affect the calculation of
the slope were neglected. The results for dficIdm compared
well with the data on β.(//;) obtained by direct calculations,
without applying the rcwcighting method, demonstrating the

for

standard

staggered

fermions

and

a一so

for

pA

improved

staggered fermions. We calculate tlle value of (A」,AP)
‑{Q¥P)‑¥Q¥){P)‑ The random noise method is used for
the calculation ofQn. The results for(A@,AP) are listed iII
Table I. We find strong correlation between the gauge and
fcrmion parts of the reweighting factor.

Then we compute the tota川uctuation of the rcwcighting
factor as a function of in and β near the simulation point. Up
to second order in β‑β。 and //;‑mn, the square of the
standard deviation is written as

reliability of a rcwcightmg in a parameter of the fcrmion
action. In tllis sccttoll, we discuss tllc relation between tlle
fluctuation of the rcwcighting factor and the phase transition

([He'e^y)SB((AO,)2)(w‑w。)2+2(^Q^^p)('"‑'サ<))

line in the (w,β) plane for two‑flavor QCD at finite quark

×(β‑βo)+((A/3)2)(β‑β。)2+

(21)

mass, i.e., at the crossover transition, by lllcasurIng tllc flue‑
tuation in numerical simulations.
For the presence of a direction for which the two re‑
weighting factors from tl‑c gauge and the fcrmion action can‑
eel. a correlation between these rcweighting factors during

Monte Carlo steps is required. We estimate the correlation
between

these

reweighting

factors

using

the

configurとitions

If we approximate in this form, lines of constant fluctuation

(standard deviation) in the (w.β) plane form ellipses. We
also con‑pute ((AQ‑)2) and ((AP)2), whicl‑ are wrltten in
Table I. The values at (3C‑3.6492(22) are interpolated by
applying the rcweighting method for the β direction combin‑

in

Rcf. [4J. A combination o川‑c Symanzik improved gauge
action and two flavors of the pA improved staggered fen‑110n
action is employed 【25]. The parameters arc間。‑0.1.β。
‑{3.64,3.645,3.65,3.655.3.66,3.665, and 3.67}. The lattice
size is 163×4. 7800‑58000叫cctories arc used for一一一ea‑
surements at each β. The detai一s are given in Rcf. [4].‑
In the vicin】ty of the simulation point, the correlation of
the reweighting factors can be approximated by

ing the data at seven simulation points [17]. The lines of
constant fluctuation are drawn in Fig. 2. The numbers in tllis
figure arc the squares of the standard deviation divided by
#ォ.*・It

is

found

tllat

these

ellipses

spread

over

one

direction

and the increase ofthe月uctuation is small along this direc‑

tion. We also show the slope of the phase transition line by
two lines: ue upper bound and lower bound of the derivative
of Pc with respect to m obtained by measuring the peak
position of the chiral susceptibility, d/3c/dni‑ 1.05( 14) for
間。‑ 0. 1 [4J. We see that the directions of sillaI川uctuatioi‑S

(eFeG)‑ (eF)(eG)=(beFbeG)

and of the pi‑ase transition are roughly tl‑e same. Since tl‑C

飢ictuation enlarges the statistical error of an observable, this

・(&Q]AP)(m‑mo)(p‑/3Q)+

6gurc can also be regarded as a map indicating the increase
(19)

of the statistical error due to the rcwcigllting. Therefore, we
understand that the reweighting method can be applied in a

where P‑ ‑∂Sg/∂β, F‑∑:=i2,,('サーmo)′', and 、ve denote

wide range of parameters along the phase transition line if

AX…X‑(X) forX‑{P.Q,,,... }. The Q,, arc obtained by

one pcrfon一一s simulations at the phase transition point.

Moreover, it might also be important that these two dircc‑
tions arc not exactly the same because, if the fluctuation is
2The

coefficient

c3

of

tl‑e

knight'movc

I‑opping

ten一一was

mcor‑

rectly reported to be 1/96 in Ref. [4J; its correct vこiluc is 1/48.

completely canceled along the transition line, no quantity can
change, but the system should cl‑angc as a function of quark

094506‑5
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We study the correlation among these factors in the vicinity
̀1

oftl‑c sII一一ulation point (β<>,/i0‑0). Up to O(β‑βO,M‑),
the rewcightmg factor is

e'VkG‑ ! +/?,/*+(帝2)/i2+RコP2+p(β‑βo)+‑
(23)

We compute the correlations, (A(可/2)AP), (AR^P), and
(A(可/2)Afl2) at /JL‑Q, whicl‑ correspond to the correla‑
tions of (eiO,eG), (￨',/1,i,G), and (ビ川

respectively.

AX=X‑(X) for X‑{P,R,,‥..}. llere, (Afl.AP) and

(A/?,A/?2) arc zero at /z‑0 because R} is purely imaginary.
TIlc /? are obtained by

FIG. 2. Contour plot of the standard deviation of the reweight‑
ing factor in the (β,/;;) plane around β̀ , β。‑3.6492, and ma
‑0.1. Values in this figure are the square of the standard deviation
divided byjV、ilc. Bold lines show the upperbound and lower bound
of(1β him.

llnass even on tl‑c tra‑lsition line, e.g., tllc chiral susceptibility
should become larger as J〝 decreases.

VI. CHEMICAL POTENTIAL REWEIGHTING
FOR TWO‑FLAVOR QCD
A. Correlation among the revIでighting factors

Next, let us discuss the rewcighting method for nonvan‑
islling chemica一 potcrltial. Tllc rcwcigllting metllod is really

in‑portant for the study of finite density QCD since direct
simulations arc not possible for nonzero baryon density at
present. However, the complex measure problem (sign prob‑
Icm) is known to be a difficult problem. The rewcighting
factor for nonzero fi is complex. Ifthe complex phase飢lC‑
qucntly, the expectation values in Eq. (1) become smaller

for staggered type fcrmions. Details of t!lc calculation arc
given in Ref. [4].
We use the configurations in Ref. [4] again, generated by

than the error. Then the reweighting method breaks down.

the Aff‑2 p4 improved action on a 163×4 lattice. We gen‑

Therefore it is important to investigate tl‑c rcweighting fac‑

crated

tor, including the complex phase, in practical simulations.

‑{3.64,3.65,3.66, and 3.67}. The results are summarized in
Table II. We find that the correlation between

tuates rapidly and the rcwcighting factor cllanges sign fre‑

First ofall・ we separate the fern‑ion reweighting factor e

20000‑40000

trajectories for wio=O.I, (30

into an amplitude ¥e ￨ and a pi‑asc factore', and investigate

very strong in comparison with the other correlations, which

the correlation among ¥e ￨, e', and the gauge part eG

nlcans tllat the contribution to an observable can be separated

where eG is real. As is si‑own in Rcf. [4], the pi‑asc factor

into two independent parts: one fron‑ピ

and the amplitude can be written as the odd and even terms

combination of¥e ¥xe{

of t!‑e Taylor expansion of lndct M, respectively, since the

and one from a

To make the meaning of this result clearer, we consider

odd terms arc purely imaginary and the even terms arc real at

the following partition function, introducing two different /z,

/i‑0.DenotingF‑∑

iia and u,:

p ll"
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TABLE II. Correlations and susceptibilities among R], R2, and P. N、i,e‑ 16‑'×4. β,‑3.6497( 16).

β

(A(/?:/2)AP)^ (AR2AP)N霊(A(flj/2)Afl:)A^ ((AR2)2)NJt:. ((アP)2)Nこ.I.

3.64

0.0 06 (29

0.3 12 (33

0.034 (10

0 .2 16 (16

3.65

0.0 59(2 1)

0.4 34 (29)

0.05 6(10)

0 .254 ー
4)

2 .87(8

3.66

0.0 55 15

0.4 10(26

0.0 22(5)

0 .23 ー
(tl)

2 .75(8)

3.6 7

0.0 32(15)

0.39 7 28)

0.0 3 1(5

0 .2 ー
9 (13)

2 .68(8

3.649 7

0.0 59(13)

0.4 95(19)

0.0 50(7)

0 .267 (9)

2.6 2(10

2 .98(7)

mass. Also, the result in Ref. [30] suggests that the effect of
the pilase factor, i.e., of/xり、 on physical quantities is small.

Isovector chemic(∫/ potential. FurtllCnllore, we discuss the
model with isovcctor cllemical potential. In Ref. [4], we dis‑
cussed the difference in the curvature of the phase transition
from that oftlle usual chemical potential. Because we expect
that at 7‑0 pion condensation happens around fit/恕mJ2,
and that the pilase transition line runs to tl‑at point directly,
the curvature of the transition line for the isovector yLt should
be much larger than tllat for tlle usual fi., since m‑12

where x,, and A"iv are tne quark number susceptibility and

<mK/3. However, as we discussed above, /jlo in Eq. (27)

isovector quark number susceptibility [26]:

does not contribute to tl‑c shift of β

near /x=O and the

difference from the usual /A is only in jx。, i.e., {i。‑0 forthe
isovector case. Therefore the difference in the curvature
might be small and tlle naive picture seellls to be wrong. In
practice, our result at small /A using the mctllod in Ref. [4]
supports that. Moreover, Kogut and Sinclair [31] showed that
βc from chiral condensate measurements is fairly insensitive
to JA for small /A by direct simulations with the isovector /i.

Wechoosethesamechemicalpotentialforupanddown
quarks:jjlu=fid=ixq.ォu(d)isthenumberden
(down)quarks:nu(A)ITi=B{p11A)ld{fj.u(A)IT).票foru
andbaryonnumbersusceptibilitiesarerelatedbyxn
equar∑
…∂nn/♂/iB‑3‑xq蝣Ifweimposeachemicalpotentialwith
oppositesignforupanddownquarks,/j.u‑‑/xd=Aiv/2,
calledthe"isovectorcllcmicalpotential,"theMonteCarlo
methodisapplicablesincethemeasi汀eisnotcomplex
[27,28].Forthismodel,theisovectorquarknumbersuscep‑
tibilityx¥v'nEq.(31)isthequarknumbersusceptibility,
insteadofEq.(30).
TheresultinTableIImeansthat

B. Fluctuation of the reweighting factor
Next, we estimate tlle Ructuation of the rcwcighting fac‑
tor. As we have seen above, the fluctuation of the reweight‑
ing factor is separated into the complex phase factor of eユF

and the other part, and these are almost independent. More‑
over, this implies tl‑at the absolute value of eAF is important

for the determination of β。. The amplitude of the fermionic
part ¥e

¥ and the gauge part eAG arc strongly correlated, and

thus the variation of the total fluctuation of these parts in the
parameter space is not simple. Because the total fluctuation
is related to the applicability range of the reweigl‑ting
method, here we compute the standard deviation of¥e ¥eG to
estnllate the月uctuation, and also discuss tllc relation to the
phase transition line. The complex phase nuctuation e' will
be discussed lll tllc next sectioil separately.

Up to the leading order ofβ‑β。 and fj.‑, the square of
i.e., ix in tlle Pllasc factor (/* ) docs not contribute to the β
dependence ofZ near /x‑0, hence fi in tl‑e amplitude (jxe)

tlle standard deviation is obtailice! by

([A(￨ef￨eG)]2)‑((A/?2)2)fi4+2(A/?,A/3)M2(β‑βo)

is more important for the deten一一ination ofβc by measuring

the (3 dependence of thcrmodynamic quantities. Moreover,

+((AP)2)(〟‑β。)2+ ‑

these correlations have a relation to tl‑e slope ofxq and 4^,v
in ternlS Ofβ Since x̀,‑^xw ls known to be small at //.

(33)

‑0 [26], this result may not change even for small quark

Then the line of constant fluctuation is an ellipse in tlljs
approximation. We si‑ow the contour lines in Fig. 3. The
susceptibilities and tlle correlation of R2 and P, ((A月2)2),

3Ho、vever, as fi increases, the difference bet、vccn xq and *xIV

((AP)‑), and (AR2&P)< arc summarized in Table II. The

becomes sizable [13], 、、,hich might be related to only x㍉seing

values at tl‑e phase transition poi一一t β..= 3.6497( 16) arc c0‑ll‑

expected

puted by the rcweighting method for the f3 direction using

to

have

a

singularityこit

the

critical

end

point

[29].
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FIG. 3. Contour plot of山c standard deviation of山c rcWcighト
ing factor in the (β,/t‑) plane around β̀ , β。‑3.6497, and m。
‑0.1. Bold lines shot,v upper bound and loWcr bound of
∂β'/∂(aO‑
the data at four β points. Numbers in this figure are the
squares of the standard deviation divided by iVsilc. We also
denote the lower and upper bounds of〆β JBy}‑ ‑ 1.1(4)
by bold lines, which arc obtained by measuremcnt of the

chiral susceptibility [4J. We hd that there exists a direction
along which the increase of the fluctuation is relatively
small, and this direction is roughly parallel to tllC Pllasc tran‑
sition line. Because we expect that the physics is similar

FIG. 4. β̀(/*)‑」.(0) =JAβ̀ for real fi and imaginary /x.
Solid line is the result for real /x. Dashed and dot‑dashed lines are
the rcsu】ts of ′▲‑ifj. and f.▲一一ifi, respectively.

in Rcf. [4]. We replace fi by i/i or ‑ifi and reanalyze for
illlaginary fi. In Rcf. [4], the reweighting factor has been
obtained in tllc forlll of the Taylor expansion in //. up to
o(/lt), and the replacement is easy. We determined βc by
the peak position of the chiral susceptibility, using the data at

・;70‑0.1 in Rer [4]. The results of β'(aO‑βc(0) are
shown in Fig. 4. Errors from the truncation of the Taylor
expansion terms arc O(/jl ). The solid line is the result for
real ji. The results of/A‑ifx and jjl一一i/j. arc the dashed

and dot‑dashed lines, respectively. The slope at /A‑0 is

along the transition line, if we consider that ¥e ¥e is the

‑(〆仇/∂fi‑)/2. We find that these results of the slope for

important part for the calculation ofβ。 this result is quite

real and imaginary /i. arc consistent. It I‑as also been dis‑

reasonable.

cussed for measurements of spatial correlation lengths to

As well as in the (m・β) plane, ll‑c fluctuation of the?‑
weighting factor is small along the phase transition line in

con伝rrn the reliability of tllc analytic continuation from the
imaginary chemical potential [32].

the (jjl,(3) plane, and the rewcighting method seems to be

c用cient to trace out the phase transition line. This must be a

uI. COMPLEX PHASE FLUCTUATION

reason why the phase transition line can be determined for
rather large //. in Ref. [3]. Holvcvcr, in this discussion, we
omitted the complex phase fluctuation, and the phase Ruc‑

tion in order to know the region of applicability of generic

tuation is the most important factor for the sign problem. As

reweigllting approacllcs. If tl‑c rcweigl‑ting factor in Eq. (1)

we will discuss in the next section, the value ofJ▲ for which

Changes s‑gn什cquci‑tly due to tl一c c0‑‑‑plcx pi‑ase of tl‑c

the sign problem arises depends strongly on tl‑c lattice size.

quark determinant, then both the numerator and denominator

The sign problem is not very severe for small lattices such as

ofEq. (1) bccollic very sn‑a= h comparison with the statis‑

the 44, 63×4, and 83×4 lattices eillployed iil Ret [3],

tical error. Of course, tllc complex phase starts from zero at

which is also an important reason for their successful calcu‑
lation.

fjL‑O but grows as fi increases. It is important to establish at

Finally, it is lvortll discussing the complex phase月uctua‑

wllat value ofJ▲ the sign problem becomes severe.

As discussed in the )rcvious section, the pilase can be

Imaginary chemicalpote/uial. In Fig. 3, we silow also the
region for jul'<0, i.e., imaginary /x. de Forcrand and Phil‑

expressed

ipsen [10] computed〆βC/″ix‑ by performing siil‑illations

IndetM.

using

The

the

complex

odd

ten一一s

pilとISC

of

tl‑c

Taylor

expansion

of

IS

with imaginary /i, assuiやg that βr is an even function in fi
and analyticity in that region (also in Rcf. [1 1] for N(‑4).

o‑¥m(R]/i+Ri/ii+Ri/i5+ ‑

(34)

The j3c(/x) for i一一一agi一一ary jj. si‑ifts i一一the opposite direction

from that for real fi as fi increases, but the absolute value of

the second derivative d‑βc/d/j.‑ is expected to be tllC SalllC.
Here, we confirm whether tllc results ofl〆βC/叫‑I obtained
by real and imaginary fi arc consistent or not by tl一c method

Tllc explicit expressions for /?￨ and /?3 are given in Eqs. (24)
alld (26).
Because tl‑e sign of the real part of tl一c complex phase
changcs at 0‑汀/2, the sig一一problcm occurs when the typical
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magnitude of 0 becomes 】argcr than汀/2. We use the point at
which ti一e magnitude of the pilasc rcacllcs tllc value tt/2 as a

simple criterion to estimate the paramctcr range in which
reweighting methods will start to face serious sign problems.
lrtlle sign problenl arises at small 〟, Which is expected to
happen for a large lattice, the first ten‑i in Eq. (34) is most
important. Then we can estimate the applicability range by
evaluating the fluctuation of /?￨. Moreover, we expect na‑

ivcly tl‑at the magnitude o叫〟‑ I(∂M/r//il)‑ ] is propor‑
tional to NS therefore the value of//. at whicll tlle sign
problem arises decreases rougl‑ly in inverse proportion to the
number of sites N、j(c. Also, tllc situation is different on lat‑
tices of moderate size. ln Rcf. [15], it is silown that the伝rst
term in Eq. (34) is dominant for /jl‑0.1 and 0.2 but the
lligher order terms cannot be neglected for fi≧0.3, by cal‑
cu一ating

the

complex

phase

without

tl‑c

approximation

by

the

Taylor expansion. If the higllcr order tenlls are not negli‑
giblc, the volume dependence is not simpic. For example・ in
the case that the tenll of 0(/x ) plays an important role in
the

detcnllination

一ng

metl‑od,

thc

of

the

applicability

applicability

range

is

range

of

expected

tlle

to

FIG.5.Standarddeviationoflm(/?,)andlm(/?3).Tois/,'・at
IZHU

reweieht一

decrease

in

proportion toNs]le , and similar‑yNsit forthe case thatthe
O(/jl ) term is important.
We consider the leading term and the next leading term of
the complex phase. The expectation value of 0 must be zero
at ja‑Q because the partition function is real. Although the
average of the phase is zero, its fluctuations remain impor‑

tant. We investigate the stalldard deviation of 0 up to O(/i3),
S(o)…J((?)‑(o)2, using configurations generated on a
163×4 lattice for the study of Rcf. [13], and the standard
deviations of lm(/?￨) and Im(尺3) arc also computed.
The random noise method is used to calculate 0 for each
configuration. Then the valuc of 0 contains an error due to
the finite nunlbcr of noise vectors Nn. To reduce this error.
we treat the calculation of (02)一一一ore carefully. Since the

noise sets forthe calculation of the two 0 in the product must

R]/jVsj,cchangesasafunctionoftl‑cvolume;hencethede‑
tailedfinitesizeanalysisisnecessarytoinvestigatethevol‑
umedcpcndc一一ccoftl‑capplicabilityrangemoreprecisely.
Recently,analysisofthevolui一一cdependenceoftheapph‑
cabilityrangehasbeenreportedi一一Rcf.[35].Theirnumerical
resultoftheこIPP‑icabilityrangeisinproportiontoAfsi.
Thisismud‑bettertl‑anNsill..Becausetl‑cirestimationsarc
basedonsimulationson63×4,8:×4,103×4,and12Jx4
lattices,theapplicabilityra一一gcsarcrelativelylarge,andthe
higl‑crordertermsinjj.shouldbeimportantforlarge/▲・
Thereforetheresultofthevolumedependence,/uL‑Nsite,is
reasonablefortllcirIとmicesize,butmaychangeonlarge
lattices.
Wea一soshowthecontourplotforo(6)
‑{7j74,7T/2,37r/4,7T,5tt/4,3tt/2,7tt/4,2it}inFig.6.Theer‑

be independent, we subtract the contributions from using the
same noise vector for each factor. Details are given in the
Appendix of Rcf. [4J. By using tl‑is method, we can make
the Nn dependence of (02) mucll smaller than that by the
naive calculation from rather silnail Nn; llcnce it may be
closer to the Nn‑QC limit. We took Nn‑50 for this calcula‑
tion.

In Fig. 5, we plot the standard deviations of the O(/x)
tcml, Im(fl,), and the O(/jl ) term, IIll(R}), for Aff‑2, w
‑0.I. TllC llorizontal axis is temperature normalized by Tc
at /jl‑O (7*。). The temperature scale is detcnllmcd from the
string tension data in Rcf. [33] vvitl‑ thc伝t ansatz of Rcf.
[34]. The fluctuatiolls of these tenlls arc aImost of the same
magnitude and botl‑ of tl一cm arc small ii‑ the high tempera‑

ture phase: ‑cncc tl‑c sign problem is not serious in the higl‑

temperature pilasc. We confirm, morcovcr, that the O(/jl)
term is dominant around //.…ILq̀′ ‑0.1, as suggested by Ref.

[15]. and the approximation by the O(fx) term for the dis‑
cussion of the applicability range in Ref. [4] is valid for the
163×4 lattice. This suggests that the applicability range de‑

creases roughly in proportion to N霊 However, in general,
the magnitude of thc fluctuation (standard deviation) of

FIG. 6. Colltour plot oftlle CO一一叩Iex phase fluctuation S{8) in
the (77γ(I./*,,ォ…(FL.ノT)N‑ ) plane. The complex phase 6contains
6>(/i5) error. T{. is T'at /i‑(). Nr‑4.
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ror of tl‑e contour is estu‑lated by tllc jackknife method. At

measurement ofthermodynamic quantities on the phase tran‑

the intcresti一一g regime for the 1‑eavy‑ion collisions, fiilITc

sition line is important for tl‑e丘nite size scaling analysis to

恕0.1 for the RHIC and fiJTc‑0.5 for the SPS, the飢ictua‑

discuss the universality class. The reweigl‑ting method is

tion is smaller than tt/2 in the whole range of T. Therefore,

useful for this pu叩ose.

the rcwcighting method seems to be applicable for the quan‑

We also measured the fluctuation of tl‑c rcwcigl‑ting fac‑

titativc study for the heavy‑ion collisions, which is an en‑

tor in numerical simulations of two‑flavor QCD for the cases

couraging result. Also, we find that a point around 77γ(I

of rcweighting in the quark mass and chemical potential.

‑0.9 looks singular. Because we expect tlle月uctuation of

Tllcrc exists a direction of small飢ictuation in tllc (/;;,β)

the system to diverge at a critical point, this l一一ight be related

plane and it is roughly the same direction as that of the pi‑asc

to the presence ofa critical end point. Tl‑c large fluctuation

tra一一sition line. The月uctuation of tl‑e reweighting factor with

チround T/T0‑ 0.9,fi(la>0.5 occurs because tl‑e O(fi3) term
is large around there. This might correspond with, in general,

the complex phase factor of the fermion part and, on the

the contribution from the higher order terms of the Taylor

other hand, tl‑e absolute value of tl‑c fermion part and tl‑e

expa一一sion

ap‑

gauge part. These two parts fluctuate almost independently

proached, so the expansion series does not converge near tIIC

during Monte Carlo steps. This implies that the phase factor

critical

of the fermion part does not in月ucncc the shift of β

becoming

point.

The

larger,

plus

sign

as

and

the

critical

minus

sign

po‑nt

appear

is

with

al一

respect to chemical potential can be separated into two parts:

with

increasing //. at small ft, and also explains wlly the differ‑

most equal probability, i.e., (e ) is almost zero, when the
standard deviation of 0 is larger than tt. The value of

cnce between the phase transition lines for the usual chcmi‑

/I /T=/iNT at which the standard deviation of 0 is tt

cal

around Tc is of the orderjjl IT‑‑O(¥ ). However, we should

density. If we neglect the complex phase factor, tllc increase

notice tllat tllC C0‑mplex phase, again, is very sensitive to the

ofthe月uctuation is also small a一ong the pilasc transition line

lattice size Nsltc. For small lattice size, the sign problcm is

in the (jjl‑,β) plane, as well as in the (/;/,β) p】anc.

not severe and the reweighting method can be used for con‑
sidcrably larger fi; however, the applicability range of the
rewcighting method will be narrower for a lattice with a size

potential

and

isovector

chemical

potential

is

small

at

一ow

The value of /▲ for which the sign problem arises de‑

creases as the lattice size Nsile increases; hence silllillations at
FL≠O are more di用cult for larger lattices, even if the月uc‑

larger than 16 X4. Also, the analysis of quark mass dcpen‑

tuation of the absolute value of tlle rcwcigllting factor is

dence must be important as a part of future investigations.

small along the phase transition line. The complex phase
fluctuation is measured on a 163×4 lattice. The sign problem

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

is not serious in the high temperature pilasc, but around tllC
pllasc transition point it becomes serious gradually from this

At present, the reweighting method is an important ap‑

lattice size. For small lattices, the sign problem is not severe

proach to the study of QCD at石nite baryon density. We

for a study at low density, and also, forthe 16 X4 lattice, the

discussed tl‑c applicability range of the reweighting llictllOd

applicability range of the reweighting metl‑od covers the in‑

with multiple parameters. The月uctuation of the rcweighting
factor during Monte Carlo steps is a cause oftlle increase of

tcrcsting reginle for heavy‑ion collisions. Also, tlle behavior
of the complex phase nuctuation around the transition point

the statistical error due to the reweighting, and the magnitude

suggests a critical end point in the region of fiqITc

of the fluctuation determines the applicable range.
蝣00).

For a simulation of SU(3) pure gau苧e theory at the first
order phase transition point on an anisotropic lattice, the
fluctuation is minimized along the phase transition line in tllC
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